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1. 0 INTRODUCTION

Several topics relating to conformal arrays, have received detailed

attention in the last few years. These topics include pattern synthesis,

types of appropriate radiating elements, and their impedance and mutual

coupling characteristics, and wide angle scanning of linear arrays located

on planar and conical surfaces.

Synthesis techniques for the far field patterns from current distri-

butions on planar surfaces are well known. Since there are no proven

techniques for synthesizing antenna patterns from arrays on conical sur-

faces, two different approaches have been pursued:

1. An equivalence principle was used to determine the distri-

bution of sources on a cone to produce a prescribed pattern.

Using this approach planar arrays are replaced by sources

on a conformal surface. Thus, it is possible to generate

patterns using well known synthesis techniques for planar

surfaces. The equivalent sources are continuous functions

on the cone. The practical validity of the method depends

on the accuracy with which the continuous functions can be

approximated by physically realizable radiators. Equivalent

source distributions were computed at discrete points on a

conical surface to approximate the patterns of a specific planar

array.

Z. The computation of approximate patterns from discrete radiators

judiciously positioned on the cone was carried out. An optimiz-

tion was performed to obtain the highest signal-to-noise ratio

in the beam pointing direction.

In this report the work on both methods is continued. In the equival-

ence principle method, excitations and radiation patterns were computed

"for two particular beam pointing directions. These patterns were then

compared to the equivalent far field pattern that would have been produced

by the generating planar array. This technique is taken up in Section 2.

L



In the use of the heuristic rmethod several layouts of readiating

elements were considcred as discussed in Section 3. Parameters such

as variations of sidelobe. levels, grating lobes and beamwidths were

investigated.

The radiating elements used for all configurations assume that

independent control of the polarization can be generated. A crossed

slot with two orthogonal outputs is such an element. The element patterns

were approximated to a better degree than previously.

The coordinates of all patterns were referenced to the IRIG Standard

(Ref. No. 8). The detailed discussion is summarized in Section 4.

Suggestions for future investigations (Section 5) conclude the

report.

\2



Z. 0 PATTERN SYNTHESIS USING THE

EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE

The field equivalence principle discussed in the Final Report on

Contract N00019-69-C-0281 (Kummer, et al. 1970) has been used to syn-

thesize beams from slots on a cone with a half-angle of 10 degrees. As

discussed in that report, the pianar array, whose pattern is to be approxi-

mated by that of the conical array, consisted of 24 half-wavelength slots

on a circular groundplane. The slots were spaced at 0. 7 wavelengtb intervals

on a square grid as illustrated in Fig-. 2-1. The calculated E-plane and H-

plane patterns of the planar array are shown in Fig. 2-2.

The cone on which the equivalent sources were placed has an angle.

0O' of 170 degrees and a base diameter of 5. 08 wavelengths. The sources

on the cone were short crosseJd-slots arranged in rings about the cone.

The adjacent rings were separated 0. 7 waelength, with the first ring 0. 7

wavelength from the tip. TlLe azimuthal spacing of the crossed slots in the

rings varied between 0. 5 wavelength and 0. 7 wavelength.

The pattern computation was performed in two steps. First, the

equivalent source., on the cone were computed by determining the field of

the planar array on the conical surface. Then the pattern of these equiva-

lent sources was computed. In the pattern computations the same approxi-

mate element pattern was used as has been used in all other pattern com-

putations to date, i. e. , if the slot is visible from the field point, the element

pattern is that of a short slot in a groundplane tangent to the cone; if the ele-

ment is not visible, the element pattern is zero.

Patterns were calculated for two cases:

a. the beam directed along the cone axis

b. the same beam directed 700 from the cone axis with

vertical polarization.

A sample of the cone excitation along a generatrix ard along one ring

is illustrated for case (b) in Figures 2-3a And 2-3b.

Due to an error in the computer program, the equivalent sources shown in
Kummer, et al. (1970) are not correct. The program has been corrected
and new equivalent sources were computed.

3



Figure 2-1. Reference Planar Array Slots are
Half-Wavelength Long - Spacing is
0. 7 Wavelength in X and Y Directions.
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The E-plane and H-plane patterns for case (a) are shown in Figs. 2-4a

and 2-4 b. The coordinate system 0', $, used to display the patterns, is

oriented so that the beam pointing direction is 0' = 900, = 00. The E-

plane cut is taken through the beam with $' held at 0°; the H-plane cut is

taken through the beam with 0' held constant at 900. It is apparent that the

beamwidths agree well with those of the desired patterns, though in the

region of the first sidelobe the synthesized pattern has a sidelobe only 16

dB down in the H-plane and 20 dB down in the E-plane, whereas the first

sidelobe of the desired patterns is about 32 dB down in both planes. The

remaining sidelobe levels are about the same for the synthesized patterns

as for the desired patterns.

There are several reasons for the discrepancies between the desired A

patterns and the synthesized patterns. First, the sources of the synthesized

patterns are discrete, whereas the required sources are continuous. Second,

the element patterns used were only approximate patterns and do not account

for the cone curvature or scattering by the cone tip. For the ,beam directed

along the cone axis, the slots near the tip are strongly excited and tip

scattering may be significant. The equivalence principle automatically in-

cludes these effects in determining the source distribtuions and, if they were

accounted for in the element patterns, better agreement between synthesizedj

patterns and desired patterns should result. When the beam is steered away

from the cone axis the tip region is not strongly illuminated and the effects

of tip scattering should not be so significant. This effect is illustrated in

Figis. 2-5a and 2-Sb, which show the synthesized patterns for case (b). The

agreement between the desired patterns and the synthesized patterns is

excel? it. The main beams agree very closely and the sidelobe structures

are also ;n good agreement. This agreement is especially good in the H-

plane, since the element patterns used for computation in that plane are

closer to the correct element patterns. It is evident that the cross-polarized

patterns are at very low levels. In the E-plane the symmetry of the slot

arrangement on the cone cancels out any cross-polarization. In the H-plane

the symmetry is not rnrkintained at points away from the beam- peak, but the

excitations as determined from the equivalence principle, keep the cross-

polarized patterns at a low level.
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These calculations indicate that the equivalence principle can be

a powerful tool when applied to the synthesis of antenna patterns from

general conformal arrays.
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3.0 HEURISTIC METHODS OF BEAM SYNTHESIS

This section summarizes the results of pattern computations

made for several different slot configurations. The placement of the

elements for these configurations was based to a large extent on

extrapolations from linear and cylindrical array theory and experience.

To a lesser extent considerations of the practical problems of actually

building such an array influenced the slot configurations chosen for study.

3. 1 288 ELEMENT CONFIGURATION

In this particular part of the program a 288 element array was

examined. The arrangement of elements for the filled cone was as shown

in Table I. The abrupt steps from 16 to 8, and from 8 to 4 were neces-

sitated by the physical size of the crossed waveguide elements assumed

for the cone and the interlaced arrangement used for closest packing (see

Figure 3. 1-1). The locations of the centers of phase of the elements are

shown to scale in Figure 3. 1-2 in an "unrolled" view of the cone.

Table I

Distribution of Elements on Full Cone

Location Number of Elements per Number of

On Cone Rings Rings Elements

Base of cone 9 16 144

Center portion 12 8 96

Upper portion 8 4 32

Near tip
(loaded elements) 4 4 16

Total 288

The center portion of the cone was assumed to contain the same

crossed-waveguide elements as those near the base of the cone. The

upper portion contained a crossed-waveguide element simnilar to the others

but of a shorter length. The difference in length would make matching

more difficult and tolerances would have to be tighter, but the short length

14
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tI

>/ Figure 3. 1-1. Closest Packing of Crossed Waveguide Elements Occurs WhenlI They are Tilted at an Angle of Approximately 20° in Staggered
Arrangemenit.
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is necessary to permit the location of as many rings as possible in the

narrow region of the cone. Near the tip, the upper four rings would

have to use loaded elements to make packaging feasible. Even with loaded
elements, the first ring is theoretically 3 inches from the tip of the cone.

The projected distance between two diametrically opposite elements in

this first ring was 1.04 inch or 0.79 Ao, so that a small "hole" still re-

mained in the center of the aperture.

Computed patterns for this element arrangement with optimum

weighting showed a marked difference in beamwidths between the 0 and

$-polarized beams, and high sharp peaks close to the main'beam in the

0-polarized pattern (Seaton, et al, Oct. 1972, pp. 4 and .5). Optimum

weighting is defined as that weighting of a conformal array that yields the

greatest signal-to-noise ratio when the array is used as a receiving antenna

(Kummer, et al, 1970, Appendix B). Computed patterns for this arrange-

ment with no weighting show a significant reduction in the inequality in

beamwidths, and the sharp spikes in the 0-polarized pattern are much

reduced in amplitude. Hence, all nose-fire patterns in this report are not

weighted while all the rest of the patterns are optimally weighted.

It should be pointed out that the crossed waveguide element is not

the only one that should be considered for conical arrays. Circular ele-

rments would be easier to load with a high temperatura dielectric, for

example. Also, they would be smaller than the waveguide elements, hence

there would be more freedom in placing them on the cone. Although in

general it is desirable to keep the number of elements as low as possible

and to have some degree of symmetry in the geometry of the slot arrange-

ment, these considerations should not predominate over the attainment of

reasonably high efficiency from the available aperture. Hence, it may be

necessary to investigate element arrangements where the interelement

spacing is so small as to preclude the use of the unloaded crossed wave-

guide elements.
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3,2 APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE
ELEMENT PATTERNS

Some of the first patterns computed for cuts around the cone showed

step functions in the grating lobe and far-out sidelobe structure. The cause

of this was traced to the element pattern that had been assumed for the 6-

polarized slots (Seaton, et al, July, 1972).

Some approximate expcessions for the patterns of slots on cylin-

drical surfaces had been previously derived. These expressions fit the

published data for such slots quite well; therefore, the following expres-

sions were incorporated into the computer program for the radial slots.

E( (Q, 0)Eg (9, IVg
1+

where
$ 90 + 24. 8 exp (-0. 0179 ka sing) degrees

0

5
v = 6-4 k a sin 0 + 3.375

a = radius of cylinder approximately equal to
cone in size.

k 2

E (GI 0) peak of element pattern at point directly above
slot in $ plane.

The assumed element pattern for the circumferential slots was

left as that of a short slot in an infinite groundplane. This was done

because that pattern extends principally along the length of the cone, and

in that direction, the cone more nearly resembles a planar surface than

a cylindrical surface.

3. 3 SUCCESSIVE ELEMENT CONFIGURATIONS

The far-field patterns for the Z82 element configuration were un-

satisfactory because of high grating lobes in some of the cuts and relatively

high backlobes in other cuts. Hence, several other element configurations

were devised.

i8
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In a first effort to improve the patterns the number of elements

was increased by a factor of 1/2 by increasing the number of generatrices

around the cone from 32 to 48. The distance between circles of elements

along the generatrices was left unchanged. The same staggered element

arrangement was used as for the 288 element case. The only difference

between the two arrangements is that the elements are closer together

in the $ plane. This new arrangement requires 432 elements to cover the

cone, and would represent a considerable increase in complexity in practice.

Since the 432 element configuration reduced the element spacing

only in the d direction, it was decided to try a different modification of

the original 288 element configuration that might improve the patterns of

both principal pianes. This scheme consisted essentially of extending the

break points where the number of elements per ring drops from 16 to 8,

and 8 to 4, to points further up toward the tip of the cone. This results

in filling in those areas of the cone that were rather sparsely filled in the

288 element configuration. The new element configuration is shown in

Figure 3.3-1 in an "unrolled" view. It can be compared to Figure 3. 1-2

to visualize the difference in element density. The net result of these

changes is to add 72 elements to the layout for a total of 360 elements on

the cone.

None of the element configurations discussed so far produced

excellent patterns at all beam pointing directions and for all cuts through

the beams. Therefore, a more nearly equal distribution of elements over

the whole surface of the cone was used. At the same time the interelement

spacing was reduced to no greater than . 4 X in the circumferential direction.0

The inter-ring spacing was left at . 45 No, but with the staggered arrangement

no longer forced on the elements, the average distance between an element

in one ring and its closest neighbors in adjoining rings has been much re-

duced. These changes resulted in 918 elements on the cone in 36 rings that

varied from 4 elements in the ring nearest the tip, to 47 in the bottom ring.

The element layout would be similar to that shown in Figure 3. 3-2 with the

exception that the interelement spacing would be reduced to approximately

1/2 that shown in the Figure in both principal planes.

The 918 elements may be an excessive number to consider for a

practical array of this size, however, it should produce nearly ideal patterns

and thus show approximately the ultimate in performance that can be expected

from a conical array with a half-angle of 100.
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3.4 ANALYSIS OF COMPUTED PATTERNS

A selected sample of patterns for the 288, 432 and 360 element con-

figurations (Seaton, etal,July, 1972 and Oct., 1972)are.presented here.

Patterns for the 918 element configuration are given for comparison. ,In the

format 'elected the pattern.s for a particular beam pointing direction and a

particular cut for all of the element configurations will be presented to-

gether. The 288 element patterns (G-polarized and 6-polarized ) will be

given first, followed by the 432, 360, and 918 element patterns in that

order.

These patterns are all computed in conformity with the IRIG

Standard (Ref. No. 8), and Figure 3.4-1 is a simplified version of the

IRIG coordinate system to assist in visualizing the beam positions and

pattern cuts.

In the discussion of the patterns, a qualittitive judgment will be

made as to their acceptability or unacceptability. Acceptability depends

to a great extent on the use to which an array is to be put. In many cases

any grating lobe that causes the gain of the main beam to decrease by

several dB would make the performance of the array unacceptable; a

grating lobe ,.20 dB in height, and large in angular extent could subtract that

much energy from the main beam. A clean pattern will be defined as

one where the rating lobes are no higher than -30 to 35 dB.

A detailed discussion and analysis of the patterns follows in Sections

3.4. 1 through 3.4.3. 3 below. This will be follo*ed in Section 4.0 by a

summary of theresults of the pattern study.

3.4. 1 Beam Steered to Q1 = 00, 61 - 0°

Since the aperture is symmetrical in this beam position, only one

cut is made for each element configuration. This was arbitrarily chosen

to be along ý = 0°. The "nose-fire" patterns all use uniform weighting

since it was found that optimum weighting aggravates the interferometer

effect as mentioned in 3. 1.
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3.4. 1.1 =0 Cut Through Beam at 0' 00 0° 0

The patterns for this cut for four element configurations are given

in the series from Figure 3. 4-2 through Figure 3. 4-9.

The 0 and ý patterns for the 288 element configuration are given in

Figures 3.4-2 and -3, respectively. Although uniform weighting is neces-

sary to improve the main beam performance, the grating lobes appearing,

at 0 = 900 are somewhat degraded when compared to the case using optinurn

weighting and are not satisfactory. The backlobes in both patterns are

reasonably low.

The nose-fire patterns for the 432 element configuration are given

in Figure 3.4-4 and 3.4-5 for the 0-polarized and ý-polarized cases,

respectively. All conditions are identical between these two patterns and

the previous set except for the closer packing of the elements in the

plane on the cone. As can be seen in Figure 3.4-4 (the 0-polarized pattern)

the grating lobe at ¢ - 90 to 100 degrees is considerably reduced compared

to that in Figure 3. 4-2. At most other points there is very little difference

in the two patterns. In particular, the main beam and the backlobe areas

are alrr,.)st identical for the two cases.

The 4-polarized patterns also show similar characteristics. The

grating lcbe in Figure 3.4-5 is reduced in magnitude and considerably

narrower than it was for the 288 element configuration shown in Figure

3.4-3. 'he main beams in the two patterns are nearly identical; and the

backlobes are similar with some improvement noted in the 432 element

case.

The 360 element configuration is considered next. The 0-polarized

pattern for the 360 element case is given in Figure 3.4-6. It compares

to Figure 3. 4-4 for the 432 element case and to Figure 3.4-2 for the 288

element case. The cross-polarized grating lobe in Figure 3.4-6 is quite

high and is very little improved over the 288 element case. The grating

lobe for the preferred polarization, however, is considerably lower. The

432 element case gives the best suppression of both components of grating

lobes of the three configurations considered. The main beam of the 360

element case is somewhat cleaner than either of the other two cases. The

backlobe region is different from the other two cases, and it appears to be

slightly degraded over a region covering about three backlobes, rather than

improved.
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The 4-polarized pattern for this case is shown in Figure 3.4-7.

It can be compared -o Figures 3.4-5 and 3.4-3 for the other two element

configurations. The grating lobe region for the 360 element case (c 80

to 1000) shows a large decrease over the 288 element case; and even shows

a slight decrease over the 432 element case. The main beam region for

the 360 element case is also slightly cleaner than the other two cases. In

the backlobe region the 360 element case shows some lower lobes in cor-

parison to the 288 element case and some increase in relation to the 432

element case.
The Q- and 4-polarized patterns for the 918 element configuration

arc given in Figures 3. 4-8 and -9, respectively. As expected with such

a large number of elements, these patterns represent a vast improve-

ment over any of the other patterns for this cut. In th4 0-polarized

pattern (Fig. 3. 4-8) the main beam is very clean with only one small

shoulder on one side. The beam is slightly asymmetrical because the

element layout on the cone is not quite symmetrical in this configuration.

This results from one-half of the rings containing an odd number, and the

other half containing an even number of elements. A slight ýte.p tends

to occur in many of the nose-fire patterns at 0 = 100 because, at that point,

the back side of the cone starts to become shadowed, The computer

simulates this shadowing by dropping out elements in the "geometrical

shadow" of the far field point being computed. This results in 18 elements

being dropped abruptly when Q reaches 10 degrees.

The 4-polarized pattern (Fig. 3. 4-9) is not quite as smooth as the

0-polarized case, but it is nevertheless quite acceptable. Both of these
patterns indicate that good results can be achieved from conical arrays
for nose-fire beams when the interelement spacing is kept sufficiently

smal.

3.4.2 Beam Steered to l = 800, l 900

The next 16 patterns are for var.'ous element configurations and

twvu different cuts through a beam. steered off to 01 -- 800, 4I = 900 They

will be presented by cuts (eight patterns per cut) with the different element

configurations discussed under each cut.
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3.4. 2. 1 90 Cut Through Beam at 01, 1 800, 900

This is a principal plane cut along the plane • 900. The series

of patterns generated by this cut for four different element configurations

is given in Figures 3.4-10 through 3.4-17,

The 288 element configuration generated 0 and i patterns as seen
in Figures 3.4-10 and -11. In the 0-polarized pattern (Figure 3.4-10).

it appears that a grating lobe is starting to form at about 9 = 1600 to 1700,

However, it is not well formed and probably does not represent a serious

loss of energy. The cross-polarized component is larger than the pre-

ferred component in some places near both extremes of the pattern, but

very low around the main beam. These conditions result from the peculiar

geometry of the cone and the effective polarization at each element when

the slots are adjusted to give only the preferred component in the beam

pointing direction.

In the s-polarized pattern (Figure 3.4-11) the cross-polarized

component goes to zero everywhere because of symmetry conditions.

Also, since the element pattern in this situation goes to zero along the

generatrix directly below the peak of the beam, and the other elements

are rotated only slightly to cancel the cross-polarized component at the

peak of the main beam, the grating lobes tend to be sharply reduced by the

element pattern.

Figures 3.4-12 and -13 give the 0- and 4-polarized patterns of the

432 element configuration. They can be compared to Figures 3.4-10 and

-11 where patterns of a similar cut for the 288 element configuration ate

given. Not much reduction in sidelobe level was achieved in this plane

by using the new element arrangement, as is to be expected since the ela-

ment spacing was not altered in this plane. Some reduction does take

place, however, in what appears to be grating lobes starting to form at

about Q = 20 and 0 = 1600.

A set of patterns was generated for the 360 element configuration

at this scan angle that corresponds to the previous sets that were run for

the 288 and 432 element -configurations. Figures 3.4-14 and -15 show

the principal plane cut through the peak of the beam along 0 with $ 900,

rK 34
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for the 360 element configuration. These patterns correspond to Figures

3,4-12 and -13 for the 432 element case, and to Figures 3.4-10 and -11 for

the 288 element case. The main beam is considerably cleaner for the 360

element case than for either of the other two in both the 0-polarized and the

4-polarized patterns. The sidelobe structure is more systematic also.

However, the grating lobes which tend to rise at extremely wide angles

in this cut are reduced by only a few dB over the 288 element case, and

are a few dB higher than for the 432 element case.

The nearly ideal patterns for this beam pointing direction are given

in Figures 3.4-16 and -17 where the 918 element configuration patterns

are presented. The 0-polarized pattern (Figure 3.4-16) shows an extremely

symmetrical sidelobe structure and no grating lobes. A few sharp spikes

appear near 0 = 1700 and may be spurious lobes resulting from the approxi-

mations still remaining in the element pattern being used. This pattern

is much better in all respects, except for the region near the main beam,

than any of its counterparts for the other element configurations shown in

"Figures 3,4-10, -12, and -14.

The $-polarized pattern for the 918 element case (Figure 3.4-17)

has even lower sidelobes than the 0-polarized pattern; however, it is not

as symmetrical. It compares with Figures 3.4-11, -13, and -15 and is

considerably cleaner than any of these patterns for the other element con-

figurations. None of the other patterns could be considered as really un-

acceptable though, because the element factor aids in keeping the far out

sidelobes down for all of the element configurations in this polarization.

3.4. 2.Z 7= 900 Cut Through Beam at 0l, 1 l 800, 900

This cut is the other pxincipal plane cut for a beam pointing direc-

tion of 01 800, I 90". It is perpendicular to the $ = 900 cut discussed

above. The next eight patterns (Figs. 3.4-18 through 3.4-2 5) are of this

cut for four different element configurations.

Figures 3.4..'8 and -19 show the Q- and $-polarized patterns,

respectively, of the Z88 element configuration. The 0-polarized pattern

has a grating lobe starting to form at 0 :75", otherwise the pattern is

quite good. The element pattern in this polarization has a null in the

direction of the cut that contributes to cutting down far out sidelobes and
backlobes.
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The i-polarized pattern is given in Fig. 3.4-19 and is not nearly as

clean as the 0-polarized case. The grating lobe is higher and wider, and

there are backloben as well. Because of the large spread in 0' of the grating

lobe it could absorb a lot of power unless it is very narrow in the 0 direction.

For the 432 element configuration this cut produced the patterns

shown in Figure 3.4-20 and -21. They correspond to Figures 3.4-18 and

-19, respectively, for the 288 element case. A marked improvement is

noted in these 432 element patterns. This was expected because the element

spacing was reduced by a factor of 1/3 in this plane. In Figure 3.4-20 (the

0-polarized pattern) a grating lobe which formerly peaked at ' z 75 with a

magnitude of -26 dB has been pushed down and out to 4' t 900 and a magni-

tude of -37.6 dB. Figure 3.4-21 (the $-polarized pattern) shows that a wide

grating lobe has been moved from its former position of 4' 80°, a magni-
atude = -21.5 dB to a new position of 4' = 130 , magnitude -34 dB. Also a

backlobe which formerly peaked at 4 1470 has been moved all the way out

into invisible space. In this cut the 432 element configuration is quite accept-

able, whereas the 288 element configuration produced patterns that were of

questionable use.

Patterns for this cut for the 360 element configuration are given in

Figures 3.4-22 and -23. These patterns correspond to Figure 3.4-20 and

-Z1. above for the 432 element case, and to Figures 3.4-18 and -19 for the

288 element case. The 0..polarized pattern (Figure 3.4-22) shows a con-

siderable improvument over the 288 element case (Figure 3.4-18), and is

only slightly degraded from the 432 element case (Figure 3.4-Z0). The •-

polarized pattern (Figure 3.4-23) is much improved over the 282 element

case, (Figure 3.4-19), in that the main grating lobe has been moved out andI
down to 4' 130°, magnitude = -30 dB. However, it falls short of perform- i

ing like the 432 element case (Figure 3.4-21) where the grating lobe Is 5 dB

lower and the backlobe is nearly completely missing.

The 918 element configuration patterns are given in Figures 3.4-24

and -25. The 0-polarized pattern (Fig. 3. 4-24) compares with Figures

3.4-18, -Ž0, and -22 for the other element configurations. It is much better

than the 288 element case (Fig. 3.4-18), but not significantly better than the

patterns for the other two cases. This indicates that for thiis cut and polar-

ization, that more than 360 element is not needed. However, it must be kept
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in mind that the element configuration in this case helps to suppress

far-out lobes. The 4-polarized pattern for the 918 element configura-
tion does not appear nearly as ideal as the other patterns seen so far

for this configuration (See Fig. 3. 4-25). In particular it has a large

grating lobe in the cross-polarized component a. ý 900, Comparing

it to the other patterns for 288, 432, and 360 elements shows tho ; the

cross-polarized component for the 918 element configuration is higher

than any of the others. The preferred component of polarization is

considerably lower than for the 288 element configuration, but not signif-

icantly lower than the other two. What characteristic of the 918 element

configuration caused this high lobe in the cross-polarized component is

not clear. Since the element arrangement is somewhat random, it is

likely that a beam pointed to the same angle in 0 but a different angle In

d would have a different sidelobe structure. Other beam pointing direc-

tions should be investigated to see if this characteristic changes.

3.4,3 Beam Steered to 01 = 550, 450

All of the rem'aining patterns are for various cuts and various

element configurations with the beam pointing in the direction of 01 550
450. This is approximately midway in the first quadrant of the

coordinate system.

3.4.3. 1 7 900 Cut Through Beam at 01, $I 550, 450

Figures 3.4-26 through -31 all represent patterns of this principal

plane cut. Three different element configurations will be considered.
Figures 3.4-26 and -27 are the 0 and i-polarized pi'.terns, respec-

tively, of the 288 element configuration. There is a marked difference

between the 0-polarized and the d-polarized conditions here. The 0-

polarized pattern (Fig. 3. 4-26) has sidelobes that drop off very rapidly

and then drop below -50 dB beyond 140 degrees. The 4-polarized pattern

(Fig. 3.4-27), on the other hand, has high sidelobes near the main beam,

and some lobes that are higher than desired around on the back side of the

cone. These lobes are too far from the main beam to be considered as

grating lobes, but probably exist because such "back-lobes" have been

observed experimentally on cylindricel arrays.
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The patterns for the 432 element configiration will be considered

next. The 0- and d-polarized patterns for this cut are given in Figures

3.4-28 and -29. The 0-polarized pattern (Fig. 3.4-28) represents a slight

improvement over the corresponding pattern for 288 elements (Fi•, 3.4-

26). The pattern for 288 elements was already very good. The e-.,ý'ariz'ed

pattern, Figure 3.4-29, has a very high backlobe; in fact, it is contlderably

higher than the backlobe for the 288 element case. The increase of this

lobe with an increase in the number of elements is not readily apparent.

In general, a larger number of elements yields better patterns. This

increase may be an anomaly that arises from the particular cone geometry
0 0

being used and the particular scan angle of 9 = 55 , 4 45 . It could pos-

sibly arise from the less than perfect element pattern that is being used

for computations. It should be investigated further. The corresponding

pattern in Figure 3.4-27 for a 288 element array also has a high backlobe.

The patterns for the 918 element configuration are given in Figures

3.4-30 and -31. In this case the large number of elements produces a

nearly ideal pattern for the 0-polarized beam but not for the d-polarized

beam. This is similar to the situation that existed for the - = 900 cut

through the beam steered to 01 800, l 900. The 0-polarized pattern

(Fig. 3.4-30) has extremely low far-out sidelobes and no backlobes. It

compares to Figure 3.4-26 for the 288 element case and to Figure 3.4-28

for the 432 element case, and is a consideraLle improvement over each.

The e-polarized pattern (Fig. 3.4-31) has high shoulders close in to the

main beam. However, its grating lobe and baklobe structures F.re satis-

factory. Comparing this pattern w.th Fig. 3.4 -27 for Z 38 elements and

Fig. 3.4-29 for 432 elt~nents shows that both oi those patterns had the

same close-in shoulder structure that appears ii the 918 element pattern.

Therefore, it must be concluded that the shoulders are a result o.' the

inherent geometry of the cone and the optimum taper being used to feed

the elements. In regards to grating lobes and 'acklobes, the 918 element

pattern is superior to each of the other two.
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3.4.3.2 - 450 Cut Through Beam at Q, -550 450

This is a quadrtint cut through the beam in the first quadrant. It

is half-way between the two principal plane cuts. Figures 3.4-32 through

-37 will give the patterns in this series.

Figures 3.4-32 and .33 show the 0- and ý-polarized patterns,

respectively, for the 288 element configuration. The grating lobes in

both these patterns are much worse than in the r = 900 cut. In the 09-

polarized pattern the grating lobe rises to -14 dB at 82 820, and is fairly

broad, but drops off sharply between 110" and 1300. The sharp drop off,

and particularly the step functions, are unrealistic and are probably caused

by the semi-circular nature of the element patterns used for the circum-

ferential slots in the Q plane. The i-polarized pattern shows the same high

grating lobes starting at about 800; however, these lobes stay up over quite

a wide angle, and re-appear as a backlobe after a short drop off at about

' = 160 degrees. These patterns are not satisfactory.

The patterns for the 43Z element configuration are much improved

over the 288 element case as can be seen in Figures 3.4-34 and -35. The

main beams are almost identical for the two cases. The high grating lobe

that showed up at 4=90a in the earlier 9-polarized pattern is still preuent

in Figure 3.4-34 for the 43Z e&ement case. However, it has been reduced

about 5 dB in peak magnitude, and its width in 4' is much reduced. Although

the pattern it: this Figure could not be called desirable, under certain cir-

cumstances it covld be considered as usable.

The i-polarized pattern for this cut, Figure 3.4-35, is considerably

improved compared to its 288 element countcrpa:t in Figure 3.4-33. Again

the main bcarns are very similar, and the close-in sidelobe structure is not

markedly different. The difference shows up in the grating lobes where a

high, wide grating lobe in Figure 3. 4-33 has been reduced to a much lower,

narrower one .imited to the region of 4, 900 in Figure 3.4-35. Each of

the patterns has a backlobe, and here it appears that the element arrange-,
ment with the larger number of ell-mernts is actually worse than the simpler

arrangement. Overall, however, the 432 element pattern is better than the

288 element pattern.
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The 918 element patterns, shown in Figures 3.4-36 and -37. are

again close to ideal as would be expected with so many elements. The 0-
polarized pattern (Fig. 3.4-36) has neither grating lobe nor backlobes.
A comparison with the 288 element case (Fig. 3, 4-32) shows a vast im-
provement; and a comparison with the 432 element case (Fig. 3,4-34)

shows a large, improvement.
The $-polarized pattern for the 918 element case (Fig. 3.4-37)

is not quite so ideal, but still very good. It is much better than either the

288 or 432 element cases (Figs. 3.4-33 and -35, respectively). The 918
element pattern has a somewhat large cross-polarized lobe at # = 1150 at

a point where there is virtually no preferred polarization component.
This characteristic seems to be a dom'aant feature of the 918 element

configuration.

3.4.3.3 T = 1350 Cut Through a Beam at Q1, 41 = 550° 450

This upper quadrant cut through the beam is at right angles to
the r = 450 cut .discussed above. The patterns for this series are given
in Figures 3.4-38 through -43.

The 288 element configuration will be discussed first. Figures

3.4-38 and -39 show the 0-akld i-polarized patterns, respectively, of
this cut. The main beams are much the same as for the 450 cut above
(Fig. 3,.4-32 and -33); however, the gra-tin~g lobe structure is much less
pronounced. In the 0-polarized case the preferred polarization component

is quite low (around -35 to -40 dB); however, the cross-polarized corn-
ponent is still somewhat higher than desirable. The $-polarized pattern,
as bef6re, shows lobe structure extending clear around to the backside of
the cone at 4 = 180 degrees. The lobe region from # = 70 degrees toZ

100 degrees appears to be a grating lobe, while the peak at t 175 degrees
is probably a backlobe.

The patterns for the 432 element case are given in Figures 3.4-40

and -41, and their counterparts for 288 elements are given in Figures

3.4-38 and ..39, respectively. In Figure 3.4-38 (the 0-polarized pattern)

a grating lobe had started to form in the region of 4 = 60 to 100 degrees.
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In Figure 3.4-40 that lobe is much reduced, along with the cross-polarized

component which is noticeably larger than the preferred polarization in that

region. Figure 3.4-41 shows the 4-polarized pattern for the 432 element

case. This pattern is an obvious improvement over the equivalent 288 ele-

ment pattern shown in Figure 3.4-39, A large gratiy 3 lobe shows up at

about 950 in Figure 3.4-39 which has been much reducod in magnitude,

and pushed out further in 4, in Figure 3.4-41. However, the backlobe

again is higher for the 43Z element configuration as was the case for this

beam pointing direction and element configuration in the T = 900 cut. (See

Fig. 3.4-29) Thus, the backlobe seems to he consistently higher and

suggests that the size of the backlobe is some type of cyclic function of the

inter-element spacing. Hence, it may be possible to choose an optimum

spacing rather than striving for the closest spacing possible.

The 918 element configuration for this cut produzed a very good Q-

polarized pattern (Fig. 3.4-42) and a reasonable good g-polarized pattern

(Fig. 3.4-43). The 0-polarized pattern for this configuration is much better _M

than the comparable Z88 pattern in Figure 3.4-38. The grating lobe that

started to form at 0 z 800 in the 288 element case is almost completely

suppressed in the 918 element case. Figure 3.4-42 also represents a con-

siderable improvement over the 43Z element case shown in Fig. 3.4-40.
0 0The cross-polarized component that had sizeable lobes at 1 45 and 90

in the 432 element case are also much reduced in the 918 element pattern.

The 4-polarized patto•rn for the 918 element case (Fig. 3.4-43) is

not an ideal pattern by a conusiderable margin. None of the lobes are

particularly high but there is a large number of small sharp lobes between

S= 700 and 0 -= 170). Also a cross-polarized lobe at 0 = 600 is rather wide

as well as being higher than the preferred component. Despite these failings;

however, the 918 element pattern is much improved over the Z88 element

case (Fig. 3.4-39), and somewhat improved over the 432 element case (Fig.

3.4-41). The relatively high graing lobe in the region of 0 = 700 to 120° in

the 288 element case has been reduced to -35 dB. A backlobe in the 288

element pattern has been much reduced in width in the 918 element case.
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Compared to the 432 element case the 918 element configuration is not

so much of an Improvement. The 432 element configuration (Fig. 3.4-41)

has a reasonably good pattern with tho exception of a rather high backlobe

at P 1750. In the 918 element pattern that lobe has been reduced to -30

dB and the shoulders and sideiobes near the main beazn have all been

lowered by about 5 dB.
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4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION OF COMPUTED
PATTERNS OF HEURISTIC METHOD

The large number of patterns presented in Section 3.4 are sum-

marized in the five graphs in this section. Several parameters are given

as a function of the number of elements on the cone, the beam pointing

direction, and the particular cut through the beam. The number of ele-

ments is treated as an independent variable; however, there are differ-

ences in the element arrangements so that there are changes between

configurations not apparent from a study of these graphs.

The magnitudes of the grating lobes are given in Figure 4. 0-1 and

-2. From each pattern only the largest of the preferred or cross-polarized

grating lobes was plotted. Figure 4. 0-1 gives the results for the beam-- 0° ndO 80°, 1 90°hieigr
pointing directions of 1 00, = 00 and 0] 80 90 while Figure

4. 0-2 shows the lobes only for the direction Qi = 550, 4 = 450 It is

apparent from studying these two figures that, in general, the configura-

tions with the larger number of elements show lower grating lobes. This

is to be expected from linear and circular array theory. However, some

exceptions show up in the figures which may be due to the complex geo-

metry of the conical array. They may also be due to the fact that some

of the geometries of the element configurations are much different than

the others. The beam pointing direction, the polarization of the beam, and

the pattern cut all influence the magnitude of the grating lobe.

The backlobes of the patterns are given in Figure 4.0-3. In all cases,

except the nose-fire beam pointing direction, the 0-polarization pattern

did not have a backlobe. In the results that are plotted there is no clear

trend that configurations with larger numbers of elements have lower back-

lobes except for the beam pointing direction of 01 -55 4 = 450" The 4 =

900 cut for the beam pointing direction of 01 = 800, go 900 is not repre..

sented on this graph because its pattern was only taken over a range of

approximately t900 in relation to the main beam. Hence, any high lobe

appearing at the edges of these patterns would be grating lobes rather than
backlobes.

Figures 4. 0-4 and -5 show the level of the highest shoulder appear-

ing on the main bean of each pattern. In some cases there were no

shoulders on the beams, or the first sidelobes were higher than the shoulders.
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When that situation occurred the level of the first sidelobo was plotted

instead of that of the highest shoulder. Figure 4. 0-4 gives the data

for the beam pointing directions of 01 O, 00 and 01 800, =
90 ; while, as was done for the grating lobes, the second figure presents

only data for 0 1 -55, 1 = 450. Overall there is a slight trend for lower

shoulders (or first sidelobes) with an increasing number of elements.

There were also a few cases where some degradation occurred with an

increase in the number of elements so that, as with the grating lobes, it

.s difficult to set any rules.

The bearnwidths of the patte rns were measured but not plotted

because no difference could be determined as a function of slot configura-

tion. This fact, together with the inconclusive changes in shoulder level

mentioned above, indicate that the smallest number of elements used,

288, is satisfactory' from the standpoint of forming the main beam. How-

ever, 288 elements are not satisfactory in regard to the grating lobes

and backlobes formed. Systematic element locations tend to cause grating

lobes; hence, the introduction of judicious amounts of randomization may

tend to break up such lobes. Stch configurations can be readily investi-

gated with the computer program that has been devised for this study.
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5.0 IMPROVED ELEMENT PATTERNS FOR SLOTS ON CONES

The use of an improved element pattern is being restudied for

computations of patterns of arrays on cones. A rigorous calculation

of the 0-polarized electric field component of circumferential slots has

recently appeared in the literature (Pridmore-Brown and Stewart, 197Z).

The computerprogram for that calculation has been ordered. The program
can be modified to give the d-polarized electric-field component as well.

An approximate method has also been developed for calculating the

patterns of circurm-ferential slots (Pridmore-Brown, 1972). This technique

requires significantly less computation time than does the rigorous tech-

nique and gives good results for the 0-polarized component of the electric
field strength, except near the cone axis. The discrepancy near the axis

results from the use of an asymptotic expansion of the Legendre functions

that is not valid on the axis. The possibility of modifying this approximate

technique to apply in the neighborhood of the axis is being considered.
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